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DUST CONTROL FOu INDUSTRIAL ART13 SHOPS 
OP OREGON SECONDARY SCEOOLS 

APTR I 

INThODUCTION 

When we in our daily conversation spea the word 

"dustt1 we no doubt create different images in the minds 

of our listeners, To iost people the word has a repug- 

nant connotation. To the housewife, dust denotes a 

difficult cleaning task. The ruan in the street sees dust 

as it is whipped into the air by wind or a passing auto- 

mobile. The meteorologist sees dust as a blanket in the 

sky holding back certain harmful radiations: a blanket 

which also gives us beautiful sunrises and sunsets. For 

the purpose of this study, dust will be viewed a a 

nuisance material which must be eliminated from the 

school shop for reasons of health and efficiency. 

$tateme Qf the krob1 

Industrial arts, as ita name implies, is that area 

of general education which uses the tools and materials 

of industry for developmental, exploratory and guidance 

purposes, and to prepare a general foundation for the 

experiences many students will need to develop more fully 
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a genera1 or specific baokround for employiiìent in modern 

industrial plants. ben ackiool shops were used to teach 

only hand-tool skills the problem of dust in the air was 

of minor importance; but with the installation of power 

equipment and bigh-speed tools the dust concentrations 

became acute. Power woodworking machinery such as 

planers, sanders, saws, shapers arid lathes each contri- 

bute their special type of dust, so that the air soon 

becomes so loaded with particles that it causes discom- 

fort to the teacher and students who must work in that 

atmosphere. Long-continued exposure to such dust gener- 

ates health hazards. As the situation crows worse the 

teachers, in many instances, have found it necessary to 

transfer to other departments of teaching or leave the 

profession. Teacher transfer does not solve the problem 

but merely exposeo other teachers to the intolerable 

situation and postpones the date of adequate dust 

contro 1. 

of the ßtuty 

The purpose of this study shall be to survey the 

school shops of ('regon to determine the extent of the 

problem of dust control and to determine how many shops 

have inadequate control measures or no dust control. 
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dhen the survey ha been completed, the next step will 

be to design a dust collecting syateti at least roaonably 

adequate for the small school shop which cannot likely 

finance a coin.í.ercial system. nouh design information 

will be zn.de available in the study to permit the shop 

teacher to adapt the syite to his particular problem. 

Definition of the çgpe of Study 

The survey will be limited to the state of Crogon 

as it is felt that this will give a representative aai 

p].ing of school shops with like prblezìs in dust control. 

.pp1ication of the control eysten will be confined 

to the woodworking shop as that is considered to be the 

greatest producer of nuisance dusts in the secondary 

sohQol shops. 2he saine funthunentals can be applied to 

other dry-dust situations that miy be peculiar to other 

types of operation. 

Design elements for collect.on eister will be of 

elementary nature, thus requiring only a limited under- 

standing and use of technical information to fabricate a 

system with a innau of spociul eQuipment. 

Value of the Ctt&y 

It is the opinion of the author that there i3 a 



need. for information on collection e-stems to be dintri- 

buted to the industrial arts teachers of the state. 

Duet, like the weather, is a popular subject for dis 

cussion between 1n.ustria1 arts men but few schools have 

provided the onoy to install a commercial stem which 

would take care of the 3ïtuation. This study Will 

attempt to define the extent of need for control ieasures 

and suggest a means of attaining that goal in the lees 

wealthy districts. 



CHAPTJfJ II 

QUSTIQNNÁIR STUDY RESULTS 

In an effort to establish some data on which a 

need for the study could be based, a survey was nado of 

woodworking teachers in selected schools of Oregon. The 

purpose of the study: to detertine if there is a rcog- 

n.ized dust problem in the woodehops and how the schools 

aro ineetin the problem. 

In the prelixinary selection, 176 schools were 

picked according to faculty size. No school was selected 

unless there were at least six teachers on the faculty. 

It was believed by the author that a iall school would 

have very few power tools to create a dust prrblen. 

Cevoral schools with no dust problem, due to lack of 

iachines, would give a misleading assumption as to the 

extent of the problem. 

A preliminary inquiry was made by sending 176 

double postcards to selected schools, asking if the in-' 

structor would be willing to cooperate in the study by 

fi1linL out a simple questionnaire. Of the 176, 119 

(67.) were returned with positive answers. Then 119 

questionnaires were sent, including a brief' statement 

of th problem approach, and a self-addressed return 



envelope. Of the 119 questionnaires sont out, 114 were 

returned. All questionnaires were returned voluntarily 

without the need of a follow-up letter. This very high 

percentage of returns (95.8%) seemed to indicate that 

the instructora were very interested in the study. Only 

four teachers indicated they did not desire a copy of the 

study. 

As the questionnaire forms were completed and re- 

turned, the information was coded and punched out on 

Unisort Analysis Cards, Iorm Y9, thus simplifying the 

tabulation of the information and cross comparisons be- 

tween various answers. 

uetionnaj 4i 

Following is the completo text of the question- 

naire g results given in totals, percentage, or 

both. Come uestions are followed by an explanation of 

trie basis for the question, designed to give the reader 

a better unde.rstarding of the reason for the cuestion and 

how the results were to be evaluated. 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

DUST CONTROL IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHOPS 
OF OREGON SJCONDAR! SCHOOLS 

G1NE1AL INFOR1ATION s 

1. "Type of high school in which you teeth." 

Basis: To determine if the administrative 

arrangement of the school affects the 

dust problem. 

Oranizatipji flumber 

Consolidated 60 52.7 

Union High 33 29. 

City 18 15.8 

County Unit 2 1.25 

Resident 1 0.75 

2. "Class of school." 

Basis: To determine 1f the sise of the school 

district (population) affecta the dust 

problem. 

Class Nqber Percentase 

.i?irst class 79 69.3 

;econd class 26 22.8 

No answer 9 7.9 

3. "Number of students in the student body." 

Basis: To determine if the dust problem in- 

creases with an increase in sise of the 

school. 



4. 

5. 

Np Jtuctents urnber Pøioøntsø 

10<» 6 5.26 

25<» 30 26.3 

500e 27 23.7 

100<» 31 27.2 

1000 plus 16 1. 
No answer 4 3.54 

ttAverage number of students in your shop olasses.' 

Basis: Po deteraine if the dust problem in 

creases with an increase in shop 0n 

rolinient. 

____ . iI:1A] 

IOU, it 9.65 

t113 2? 23.7 

1i.2O M 38.6 

2125 2 20.2 

26 plus 2 1.75 

lo answer 7 6.10 

A?erae load 17.3 

"Which of these dust prod*z*iag industria1arta 

subjects are taucht in your program?" 

I3asio: To determine which subject areas tend 

to produce the greatest duet problenis. 
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7. 

9 

3ubject iu.be.r jerceage 

.00dwork 113 99 

£lastics 31 27.2 

Art lietal 21 18.4 

Welding 10 8.77 

Foundry 10 8.77 

"Jizs of the work space in each duatproduoing 

activity, as above." 

Basis: To determine if the availabis apace in 

the shop has a bearing on the severity 

of the dust problem. 

Average s1e - 1865 square feet In the shop. 

What type of power do you have at yon.r power 

machines?" 

Basis: To detÑrmine the feaeability of wiring 

individual collectors 3.irct1y to each 

machine, 

Ppwex Nmber 2epnt age 

110 volt single 
30 phase 91 

220 volt single 
phaEe 

220 
52.6 phase 

SCTl0N II 

1. 'tWhich of these riajor dust producing achines do 

you have e" 
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Basis: To determine which raachiues in the shop 

create the greatest dust problem. 

Naphie Number PprQeJtpge 

Table saw 111 97.4 

Jointer 108 94.8 

Band saw 106 93 

Lathe 104 91.3 

Disc sander 91 79,7 

'ort. belt eander 91 79.7 

i'laner 62 54.4 

3haper 53 46.5 

Belt sander 50 43.8 

BuÍf er ¡19 ¡1.3 

\eider 39 34.2 

Forge 18 15.8 

Spindle sander 18 15.8 

iadia1 saw 12 9.5 

2. 'Jhich of the above machines creates the most duet?" 

Baais: To determine which machines, in the 

opinion of the instructora, produce the 

moat dust. 

1acbie Waber erpentae 

Planer 33 2E$.9 

Disc sander 32 2E.2 

Lathe 15 13.1 

lort. belt sander 12 10.5 

ab1e saw 12 10.5 

elt sander 10 6.77 

gelder ¿4. 3.5 
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Radial saw 3 2.63 

Jointer 2 1.75 

Band saw 2 1.75 

3. "Which or the following are cleaned every period?" 

Basis: To deternine if shops that are cleaned 

every period have a greater duet problem 

than those cleaned lees orten. 

Item cleaned Number ercentage 

Benches 113 99 

Machines 100 87.7 

Floor 82 71.9 

None 1 0.88 

4. "Do you zquire the shop working areas (benches, 

floor, machines, etc.) to be o1eaned7 

Time Number Percent 

very period 95 83,4 

Once a day 19 16.6 

Twice a day 7 6.14 

5. "Method of cleaning the shop." 

Basiis: To determine if the ngxpd of periodic 

cleaning affects the dust problem. 

F1ethd Number Percent 

Brush 112 98 

Air hose or blower 2k 21 

Vacuum 20 17.5 
>hop conet. 

portable 8 40 
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Vacuua 
Central sys tern 

with iropa 5 25 

Other sys tens 7 35 

6. BRow often is the entire shop given a general clean- 

ing (seldom used tables, tool racks, dead storage, 

etc.)?" 

Ba8is: To determine if extended time between 

general cleaning afect8 the duet problem. 

Pme Nimber 

Unce a month 50 43.8 

Twice a year 29 25.4 

Once a week 27 23.3 

Once a year 7 6.14 

Pour times a year 1 0.875 

Every two weeks 1 0.875 

Never 1 0.875 

7. 'EDo you use an' sweeping cozapound on the floor?" 

basis: To determine what is being done by the 

teaoer8 to alleviate the dust problem 

short of Installing a collector. 

Answer Number lercentago 

fo 72 63.2 

Yes 39 34.2 

No answer 3 2.63 

SßCTION III 

1. "How long have you been teaching woodworking?" 
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Baaiu To detexi.ine the re1ationhïp between 

sensitivity to dust and the total length 

of eXposlLre. 

n sears Number i?Qrcent 

35 30.7 

47 41.2 

11"15 14 12.27 

i6"2O a 7.02 

21 plus 9 7.89 

£vsiago 9.4 years 

2. "Uow aeny hours per dey do you spend in a dusty 

atosphsre ? 

asis: Th ¿atte the relatton*hip btween 
sensitIvity ta dust aM the amount of 
exposure per day. 

Tipe in 1oirs Nub Pexent 

2 or lesa 8 7.02 
341.4 21 18.4 

4 48 422 
78 28 24.6 

8 plus 6 5.26 

No answer 3 2.63 

3. «Do you consider the dust to be t serious health 

roblei* in your shop?0 

asis: ro determine the attitude or the teachers 

toward dust in its relationship to health. 
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1or the tepeher Number tercent 

Tes 81 71 

No 30 2G.3 

Th the student 

56 49.1 

No 58 50.8 

L4. "How does the dust affect you physically?" 

iasis: To determine the beliefs of the teachers 

concerning the effect of dust on their 

health. 

iiffcted part Number PgrQpflt 

iOßO 80 70.2 

4es 36 31.5 

uns 33 28.8 

skin 8 7 

L'oea not bother 29 25.4 

5. "To what extext oes lkLe dust affect your effIciency 

as a ti.cachert" 

Buia To determine the fee1in of the toaoera 

concerning their loss of efficiency due 

to the dust. 

Loss Nunber erept 

Soins 55 48.25 

Not noticeably 49 43 

Quite a bit 11 9.65 

$eriously impairs 2 1.75 



6. "If duet has had an effect on your efficiency, at 

what t1ne in youx career did it become notieeableV' 

Basis: To deter*lne if sensitivity to du8t was 

there before teaching waz started or if 

the) aenitivity developed on the job. 

Xer Number í'ercnt 

i.st year 17 1.9 
2nd year 10 8.75 

2»5 15 13.15 

5-lo 12 10.5 

l0"lS 4. 3.5 

15'20 3 2.64 

20 plus 2 1.75 

7. "have you ever been incapacitated troni the effects 

of shop dust?" 

Basis To determine the severity of sensitivity 

to dust by the instructors. 

ïsnewør 1ftaber ?ercerzt 

Yes 17 14.9 

No 94 82.5 

No answer 2 1.74 

8. 'RIf you have been incapacitated, how many times?" 

Average 2.62 times 

9. "Is any fiberglass material sanded in yotu' Lthop?" 

asis: To determine if the fino glass dust has 

caused special health problems. 
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Àn5wer ube Pei'cent 

Tes 32 28 

No 78 68.5 

10. "Dose the dust situation in the shop have any 

bearing on your intention to remain indefinitely 

in your present field?" 

Basis: To determine if the teachers consider 

the dust problem a nuisance or a severe 

health problem. 

nawer Number Percent 

Yes '44 58.6 

Ìio 67 58.75 

Undecided i 0.87 

3JCTiON IV 

1. "Do you need a dust control system in your shop?" 

4newer Nunbor Percent 

The 106 93 

No 6 5.25 

2. rIDO OU believe that a dust collecting system which 

would renove only the airborne duct troni the machines 

would be practical in a woodworking shop?" 

ßasi: Th determine if the instructora are more 

interested in removc*l of th du2t as s 

health neasure or removal of all machine 

waste as a convenience measure. 
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67 58475 

36.8 

No amwer 5 

3, "What typo oÍ collecting sys3tem do you prefer?" 

______ Nwbe i ecenit 

Central 67 58.7 

Individual 42 36.8 

i'o bJsbier 5 4.38 

4. "Ir you do not have a duet colleotin syctem, how 

iuch do you estiiziate your schocl coiilu afford to 

açezid for a colltctor?" 

OWit; uiber _______ 

noo.. 7 7.3 

300-' 22 22.9 

500-' 22 22.9 

1000-e 20 20.8 

1500e- 4 4.17 

20GO- 5 5.2 

2000 plus 7 7.3 

No nwer 9 9.37 

5. "Would the tact that an outside exhaust renovos heat 

from the building influence your selection or a 

collector?" 

nswer uber _______ 

Yes 4-8 '42.23 

No 62 

:o answer 4 3.5 
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6. "Have you had any fires or explosions in the shop 

that rere attributed to dust?" 

nawe,r Nw*bez' Pprcent 

Yea 3 2.Le 

No 111 97.6 

SECTION V 

1. "Dc you have a collecting systemVt 

Answer Number prcnt 

Yea 18 15.8 

No 90 79 

o answer 6 5.2 

2. "If you have a ol1ectin system, of what type is 

it?l 

Nuiber .ercont 

entra1 11 61.2 

Individual 22.2 

Area Machine 3 16.6 

3. "\Jhat type of separator is used to separate the dust 

from the air?" 

Number Forcent 

Low pressure 
cyclone 2 11.]. 

iiiGh pressure 
cyclone 5 27.8 

Cloth Filter 3 16,6 

3ettling chamber i. 5.5 
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i'Lotoc1on 2 11.1 

No separator 5 27.8 

£3 "Is the air from the separator 

e turned to the 
room?" 4 22.2 

i:xhauated outside?" 14 778 

5. 'Number of machines exhausted." 

Average 5 

6. "stiitted cost of th ocileotor syte.cl 

itverage (13 units reportad) 1,29 

ange 60 to $5000 

7. "Indicate ich three toms in your opinion are the 

iost important in a col1ectin system, coneiderin 

your present needs and. financial statue. Please list 

these factors in order of importance. 

Low cost 1 19 
221 
3-' 11 

Low iaaintenance 1m O 
2' 15 
3-14 

Jffeotive removal 1 57 
2 12 
31k 

Removes Cust and 
shavinis 1 25 

218 
3-8 

Is convenient to 
use l 13 

2-19 
3 19 
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Can be nade in the 
shop 1» 5 

2- 

Is portable l' O 
2 I 

$m Couijart8ons Btben Argvers to Lpeciç .westiona 

To determine sono pertinent data not asked for 

specifically in the questionnaire, anßwera froxmm selected 

questions were compared. 

'1abla 1 indicates that the clase loads in the 

various administrative unite are comparatively even, With 

the greatest percentage coneentrated in the 1 to 20 

studsntsper-c1ass rou. 01' the three largest, the 

Union aigu school group has the most favorable class load 

with of the claszsas in the 15 or leas categor7. 

The city schools with 27.8% of the students in the 21p3s 

class-load-group has the heaviest overall class load. 

In Table 2 it will be noticed that the city 

schoolì, with 15.8,4 of the schools reported, bave 33.3% 

collector-equipped schools. Jhereaa they have the 

heaviest class loads, they also appsar to be doing the 

most to control dust. The Union iI1h school with a low 

class load also ha the lowest percentage of collector-' 
equipped schools (9.l). The larger schoolß, according 
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A COIiFAII30R F CLLSS AD$ XI ßQCLS, * 
8l&D ON MìM11ISTAIVE ARtI1NT 

1aes 4j 0it conø1 ouut7 

No. S izo. No. Ho. í*. 

10 inua 3 I.65 5 I5. 5 9.25 0 1 100 

11 to 15 2 20,2 9 28 15 27.8 0 0 

16 to 20 8 44.4 U 25 46.4 2 100 0 

2lto:?5 5 27.8 5 15.6 916.7 o o 

26p1t 0 
2 

6.25 0 0 0 

Seven scho1s rt repztsi 

s') 



TABLE 2* 

A OO1PARISON B1TWEN SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO 
ADI1ITRATIVi7 ARïNGMNT, CkS3, 

AND SIZE 0F STUD1NT BODY PO DETiR1'IUE 
1'H EFVECTIYiNSS OP DUST CONTROL EOIPN1NT 

ZChQ03. CatGgo7 L 

Consolidatd 

Union High 

City 

County nit 

Resilent 

First class 

£econd class 

250- 

500- 

1000- 

1000 plus 

60 

33 

18 

2 

i 

79 

26 

22 

I L L Z 
% % % 

53 7 12 39 39 65 

29 3 9 17 25 76 

16 6 33 32 14 76 

1.75 1 50 6 2 100 

i 1 100 6 1 100 

69 17 22 94 64 81 

23 i 6 16 62 

6 5 0 0 0 i 17 

30 26 2 7 11 20 67 

27 24 6 22 33 26 96 

31 27 3 10 17 20 

16 14 7 44 39 10 62 

Legend for above tablez 

A- Total schools reported. 
B- Percentage of all schools reported. 
C- Schools that have dust oollectors. 
D- Eeroeritage that have collectors. 
- Percentage of ail collectors reported. 

F- 3choole with a duet problem for teachers. 
G- kercentage of schools with a dust problem for 

teacher8. 
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to etudent body or chooJ. popu1tion, had the largest 

percentage of collectors. The city cboo1s aleo had 

33.3 oÍ all collectorß reported. 

According to school district population (ist and 

2nd class districts), the first class districts accounted 

for 69.3 of the total schools reported and contained a 

total of 94.5 of all collectors. 

According to size of the student body, the 

collectors appear to be mainly concentrated in the 250'-' 

500 student schools (33.3) and the 1000 plus size 

(38.9%). 

A teacher who finds dust a health hazard would 

Lind the best chances for good working conditions in a 

city school (33.3% collector equipped) in a first-class 

district (21.5% collectors) with a student body of 1000 

plus population (43.7% collector equipped). 

The large schools (1000 plus) represented 14.1% 

of the students reported but had 38.9 of the collectors 

reported. .The next best percentage was reported by 

schools in the 250-500 pupil size, in which schools con- 

prising 23.7' of the total had 33.3% of the collectors. 

Coiparisona were made to find out, if possible, 

why eons teachers were affected by the dust more than 

others and whether control rneasures are effective in 
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alleviating the distress. As the greatest interest of 

this study concerns those teachere who are af'octed ad- 

verae].y by shop dust, the following checks were iade. 

1. Of those who are affected by dust, how nany have 

collectorLi? 

Of the 68 persons affected, none seriously, 9 

had col.ectors. Of the 11 who were affected "quite 

a bit,' two had collectors and of the 55 ei who were 

affected to "sotee" extent, 7 bad collectors. 

2. Cf those affected, how many use uweepin6 coound? 

riere it was found that 100Á of those serioUsly 

affected by dust did not use the compoun. f those 

affected quite a bit, 78i used no cowound and of 

those affected sonewhat, 57% did not use con'ond. 

It would appear fron those figures thut those indi- 

vidual affected by the dust could alleviate some of 

their trouble by use of e. riiable dust leyin 

material. 

3. To deterrnine if there was a rlation'thip between the 

lonth of tiiLe one was exosect to dust and tho 

8çveri4;j of te effect of the dust, a checa was ua4e 

to deterin how long those who had been incapacitated 

spent in tthe dust each day. 

0f those incapacitated, the reat*st number 
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(31%) spent 6 hours in the shop. 

Of those not inca3Acitated by ffected weome, 

37% spent 6 hours in the Llttop. 

Of t'iose not incapacitated by affected cuite 

bit" the majority, or 55.6%, spent 8 hours in the 

shop. 

0f those not noapacitated but affcced 

'aeriously" by the dust, 100% spent 6 hours in the 

shop. 

From the above figures it would appear there is 

little proof that length of exposure to dust is the 

main factor in deter*ining sensitivity to dust. (dl 

the croups indicated that 6 hours exposure was the 

most common except for the "quite a bit' croup which 

had 3 hours. 

4. To deter2nine if the nensitivity was developed on the 

job or was in effect before shop exposure, a check 

was made of those who had been incapacitated to de- 

termine when they first became sick. At the sane 

ti. e a comparison was made with those wo had not 

been Incapacitated to seo when they had been 

affected. It was believed that such a study would 

indicate the percentage of those peo:le who came to 

the work with a sensitivity. 



TABLE 3a 

WR1N T}fOS OT APACITAT1D VERE FIW3 JJFEOEED 

Year 2Q j] 

36.I4 13.6% 0% 22.7% 13.6% 6.8% 

TABLE 3b 

WHEN PH0SL INCAPACITATED WRJ flR8T 8ICJ 

]._Q 1Q15 O i 

0% 46% 0% 38.4% 15.42 0% 0% 

From those finres one can ee that the great- 

oat percentages are at th beiurin o the teacbin 

experience. This would eeem to indicate that either 

the person cias on the job with a latent sensi'tivity 

or encount*' ssvsze duet conditions which overcame 

normal reietance in a short timo. It i2 igniÍicant 

that of thoae who were incapacitated, 70.6% said the 

dußt had a bearing on whether they stayea in the 

woodworkin', field or not. Of those not yet incapaci- 

tated, 34,4;i, said the dust had a significant influence 

on their desire to stay in the field. 

5. To find out if the length of tie of exposure to duet 

per day or some other factor was irLfluencin. the 

teacher's decision to reiiain in tELe woodworking 

field, a comparison was made between intention to 
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remain in the field, hnth of time in the cia8s' 

roozi and size oÍ the c1aase, 

TABLE 4 

PACORS AFFQTINc1 DCI3ION 
TO REIIAIN iN THE WOODWOIKI4flG PIELD 

Time in dust Contemplating Oleas aise Contemplating 
change change 

hours 

2 or lees 27.2 10 and less 27.2 

4 33.3 11.v.15 ¿44,5 

6 35.2 162O 36.4 

8 '46.5 2O25 48 

B plus 33.3 
- 

25 plus 
---- --- 

50 
-r -- 

The desire to romain in the field appears to 

d.ecreaze as either time in the shop or size of the 

olaases increases. They are probabl.y neyerai con 

elusions that may be drawn from the above table. 

(1) That to aou.nt of dust in the shop is a direct 

cause of dissatisfaction. (2) That heavy class loada 

are a direct cause of dissatisfaction. (3) That 

heavy class loads nay cause a greater dust problen 

wrtion in turn influences oorciuoion (1). 

In another investigation it wa found that 33.2% 

of those who had been incapacitated hay-e been sax4ing 



fiberglass material in the shop. This high percent-' 

age indicates a posible area for further research 

due to the special dangers associated with fiberglass 

sanding dust. 

Teacher SecLficatLons a CollectQ Syat,e 

Based on answers given in the cuetiormaire , the 

avorage cost of presently installed collectors is $1,293 

per un.it Those presently without collectors feel that 

their 3chools could spend an average of 64O per unit te 

install controls of so-rae type. Thic semz to indicate 

that tho smaller schools are interested. in doiu some 

thing about the dust situation but foe3. that they cannot 

afford the comionly accoted type of system due to the 

Mgh cost. 

ihen asked which items they onider to be most 

important in the doain of a collecting systeni, they 

listed the following as their firat choice: 

1. Iffective removal of waste. 

2. Renove dust and shavings. 

3. Low in cost. 

This would ind±cate that the men are primarily 

interested in setting a system that does a good job 

despite the cost. The fact that cost ranked third out 

of a possible aoven choices indicateci that lt izas a 



øignificant ractor Ifl the choice. 

When asked for their socord choice as to what was 

the niost important, cost was the first choice followed 

by convenience in use, and removal of dust d havinpe, 

in that order. This would elsa indicato that cost ii a 

very important factor in most of the school3. 



CH4PTE1 ¡II 

?1E SFFCTS AND ACRITIC3 OP 8H02 DUST 

T1e fact that duat l'a tho shop has been a øo'ìrce 

of trouble is well kuowr to rnOøt irntuatrial arti in- 

struotors. The extent to which dust affects the health 

and ta.tety of industrial arte peronnol has been eøti- 

mated and. deduced by pereorial obaer'rationei, but little 

iflfOrtfltiOn bas been ma1e available whith can be sup- 

ported by riedical tests. On the other hanil, the health 

and safety of shop puronnel in the factorie and in- 

dustrial shops has bcoE ¿'ecognized a an important pro- 

duction variable and zrxuch has been clone to eliiinate dust 

as a hazard to that production. ír. . J. l3arry, Consul- 

tant for Industrial 1Ju3t Control, ittsburch, .a., says: 

(5, p. 52) 

A dust atmosphere in a plant %lorking 
area i a nuicance. It either prdue3 a 
health hasard, an explosion hazard, affects 
the product, results in exces1ve wear on 
the equipnent, or causes the workers to da 
anything but their beet work. 

Industr7 therefore realizes that to get the most 

return for money expended they must make the working 

eitwtion as pleasant and a otc as pozib1e for the 

mon wh cre required to do the work. The aomt of money 
spent on improvoment alone tio lire Is hardly 
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queztioned if the ¡esuits are for th overall benefit. 
The management of our progreasive companies 

i2 beOOmifl more and ìore oonoerried with 
not only the physical welfare of their 
employees, but also with their plant and 
community x'e1ationshipi. Thej will spend 
any required eJLount of aouey to eliminate 
a health or ccp1osion hazard when they know 
that such a hazard exists, and they will do 
the same when shown that by the eliiination 
of the so-called nuisance dust they can re- 
duce spoIlage Í prodtt, reIce we&r of 
equipment, and improve the omployeeemployer 
re1ationshi. (5, . 52) 

Probab» the greatest concern of the chool shop 

teacher in relation to the dust problem is how health 
will be affected. by prolonged e osire to these airborne 

particles. 

ks 8tated at the heain o this chapter, dust is 

a nuisance and probably this iì its chief ch.racteriatic 
iii the school shop. It sets ii the oyes, is inhalen into 

the nose and lunas, irritates the naeal paage, causes 

violent snoezin, and covers the clothing with unsightly 
dirt. is disagreeable au these acts are, they are in 
significant in relation to the health dangers that may 

arise from continued exposure to such conditions. Coca, 

Walzer and Thoamen (7, p. 412) etate 
Woods are not infrequent causes of 

atopic symptorna in occupations involving 
their handling and sawing. 3*wdust may 
be conducive to the production of asthma, 
not only because of the irritation to the 
bronchi produced by the constant inhalation 
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but also bcauee of iti action as a specific 
atopen. Among the woods which have been re- 
corded ea excitants are niahoeny, birch, 
cedar, tamarack, pine, and otheii. 

Di, C. O. ¿appington, in issentia1a of industrial 

Health (12, p. 185-186), also recognizes the inherent 

d.aners of long exposure to wood dust. He writes 

Organic dusts contain carbon and are 
largely derived from substances of animal 
and plant origin. ¿xamples of these are 
textile dusts, flour, sugar, wood, leather 
and feathers. Organic dusts may irritate 
the skin, causing an occupational derma- 
titis, or may irritate the conjunctiva. 

if not most, organic dusts may cause 
an allergic reaction in some persons. ihen 
present in a very large quantity, any or- 
genio dust may cause irritation of the upper 
aix' passages. Some woods may cause skin 
irritation, notably Brazil wood, satinwood, 
teak, some mahoganies, cocobolo, and 
California redwood. 

The teacher or pupil who reacts to excessive dust 

by sneezing or other manifestatiors of hay fever has 

probably become allergic to the material in the air. 

The nose mucus lining, through constant bombardment by 

dust particles, becomes sensitive to further attacks and 

reacts to prevent further damage and irritation. The 

1,'? euid. for the Iieatinç, Ventilating and Air Con- 

ditioning Industry (4, p. 145) explains the conditions 

as follows: 

These substances are known as allergens 
and coniist of air-borne irritants such 
as dusts, molds, feathers, pollens, animal 
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dander and otheri; oÍ food protein, suc1t 
aa milk, wheat, eggs, etc., or of sinp1e 
eica1 brought in contact with the &cin. 

They may enter the body by various routes 
of which inhalation is the ziaost cozamon 
type. 

The offending substance reacts with 
the sensitized oellB of the mUCOUS IIeWbranee 
or skin. iurin this reactionß, itamine 
or a histarnine1ike sub8tance is released 
and causes (a) increased capillary permea 
bility, (b) secretion of uous and (c) 
muac'3lar contraction. In the eyes and noes 
this produces itching, redness and 1acri 
ination of rhinorrea; in short, the symptoms 
of haytever. In the lungs it in 
addition to the secretory re?ponse, a oon 
traction of the smooth muscles of the bronchi 
resuiì.i in bronchi&l ast1ua. 

It is aseumel that the presence of 
troouent alloric brono' ial cÓmtrictione 
renders the SmOOth *US0 les of the bronchi 
so sensitive to various non-specific atinuii 
that the threshold of their response to such 
irritation is considerably lower than that 
of a nonallergic individual. 

Based on the above information, it would appear 

that dust would cause an uncomfortable condition in the 

nasal paseases but probably no fatal ilineso. The 

asthmatic condition, while not usually a fatal juncos, 

is still di.sablin encuh to require frequent absence 

froixi work or 'ernanent change of teaching field. 

What then, the teacher asks, is the effect on 

the lunga of breathing in great quantitiva of wood duet 

al]. day? Am I not liable to develop diseases of the 

lungs from the constant irritat1on 

From information available it hs been found that 
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there is lesa daner o! diaeaae in the lungs than would 

appear likely and that the greateat threat is to the 

nasal passages. Dr. utherford T. Johnatone (10, p. 386) 

explains the action of dust in the lunge in th.a manner: 

It should be obvious that for any 
dust to be Inhaled it must be floating in 
the atmosphere. To be suspended it must 
be almost invisible, extremely snail, and 
light weiht. 

That only negligible amounts of duet 
ever reach tha lunçs is a fact not realized 
by the layman and frequently forgotten by 
the physician. The efficient barrier which 
nature has devised enables man to go tkrou 
lite without inourrin harms, although he 
say be constantly living in a dusty ataoi 
phere. Tha first obstruction encountered 
by dust is the fino hair at the port of 
entry, the nose. These hairs filter out 
the larger particles of dust. Those omailer 
particles which pass this fit barior are 
then met by the mucus of the upper reøpira' 
tory tract whore they are engulfed to be 
blown or coughed out. In the trachea and 
bronchi the ciliated opitheliwn are in con- 
stant upward motion and propel fine dust 
particles to the point wticro thcy are coughed 
out or expectorated in the sputum. 8eyond 
this barrier, the phagocytic cel1 çther 
in duet particles tnd transport thoi to the 
hilar nodas to be destroyed. 

The fact thit rost of the dust is retained 1* 

nasal passages is further sub3tanttated by the !ol3$w&$ 

statement (13, p. lilA): 

1ore recent studies have aho that 
although particles above 5 microns are 
completely retained, (in the bo1y) re- 
tention occurs in the nasal passaes and 
upper respiratory tract, and therefore 
particles of this size do not penetrate 
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to the alveoli. Retention in the upper' 
reapirator tract decreaae with deoreae 
in particle size and there is virtually no 
retention of particles less than i micron. 

For purposes of filter selection, the average size 

of wood dU8t particles has been established as up to 90 

microns (17, p. 262). This clearly placee the dust in 

the site group that would be retained in the nasal and 

upper repiratoX'y tract. But what of the few extremely 

small partiole that do g3t by the filters and lodge in 

the lungs? Ihat is their effect on the body? Dr. 

Rutherford T. Johnatone (10, p. 386) again makes a 

clarification of this point by the following explanation: 

'Or'gntc dusts are chemically inert. If a portion of an 

one of these inert dusts roaches the pulronary tissues, 

no chetcal roaction occurs." 

Thizi viewpoint of non-.reaction with lung tissue 

is 5130 expressed by Dr. C.. O. 3appington (12, p. iB6), 

who writes: 

Organic dusts do not cause pneumoconiosie 
or pulmonary fibrosis of a specific disabling 
nature. The particles of many types of or'- 
ganic dusts aro not of the size or shape to 
permit tbot to penetrate to tiis lung tissue 
sud those that do aiu entrance intq the body 
are absorbed. 

çf ;.ho p 

following the survey of Oreron shop teachers, a 
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study of actual conclitiona as found in a school shop was 

conducted. The urpoae of this experiment was to deter- 

xiine as olosel.y as possible just how much dust is pro- 

duced and the rate of dust settloent following certain 

woodworking activities. 

This atud started as a measurement of the duat 

produced i a typical shop durinE a normal work period; 

but it was soon discovered that conditions within the 

shop varied so much from day to day and. hour to hour that 

a more accurate methoI of dste±ation was needed. To 

gather inforrnation concerning the dust situation, a 

controlled thuit-producing activity was ctrried on and 

the products of the experiment were analyzed and colDared 

to other collected samples. 

Ono of the methods used to gather infornatior for 

this study was as follows: A each machine was operated 

to add its dust to the general shop atmosphere, a test- 

su1pie plato was placod at the uchine, in the aree. uf 

the head of the operator, to determine how much dust is 

picked up by each person as he goes about hi wo at 

the machine. Other teste similar to thIs were constructed 

to point up information concerning certain characteris- 

tice 01' the dust problem. still other tests of a similar 

nature wore conducted to measure rate of fallout, dis- 

tance of dust drift, amounts of dut inhaled, etc. 
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Curvey Qf Naobine Dust 

The pu.rposo of this series of tests was to deter- 

mine the relative amounts and specific character of dust 

particles produced by the various shop activities and to 

see how long dust particles remain in the air. 

Information for this experimcnt obtained from 

a ries o! six tests as listed below. Areas for testinß 

vere picked accordn to the arnount of student activity 

in the area, Six arose wore designated as typical rork 

stations whore a student would be most likely to spend a 

considerable part of his class tiïr.e. The tests were made 

in tho woodworking shop of the ?cLoughlin Lih school, 

Milton-Froewator, Qre gen. 

Generpj. 4ß: 

No. 1. I3andsaw, planer area. 

No. 2. Belt sander area. 

iIos. :i, 4 and ,. orkbeiich areas. 

No. 6. Table saw area. 

At each stat±on there wars placed a jiece of clean 

window Elass 12" 8qua.re, On which the dust sample would 

be collected. ThIs samlcr was set up 60" troni the floor 

te sample air ccnditioxs head-high to the average stu- 

dent. c.ch dust sample was then removed from the glass 

with a razor blade and weighed on a sensitive balance 

capable of woighin by iillirans. No effort was made 



to absok the water content of the samples as the weather 

was constant throghout the tests. 

To get controlled dust ooìditions, a specified 

amount of dust-producing work was dcne for each test and 

the results compared with the dust captured from a pre- 

vious experiment. 

The work done to produce the dust during the con- 

duct of the tests is here listed to give an understanding 

of the amount of dust generated. The amount of duat 

captured becomes iiore meaningful when the amount origin- 

alLy released in understood, (ßee able 5) 

Çonuct Qf the Tests 

The tests were conducted the following manner: 

1. Tests ware started after the shop had been out of use 

for three days. This allowed the norial duet con- 

centration to settle out of the air, so that the 

results were all from an equal base. 

2. Test 10. 1. Planer, band saw and sander were run 

starting at 8*30 a.m. The duet was allowed to settle 

on the collecting platos all day and was weighed that 

evening, None of the machines had dust collecting 

hoods. 

3. Test No. 2. .laner, band saw, jointer, lathe and 
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TABLE 5 

NACH INi 0i-LAT iON3 

Activity 3ise Cutting Action Time 

Ilansr 1lahogany 1x6x72 12 cits, 1/16" 20 min. 
12" Delta 

Lathe Mahogany 66&2 urned and O min. 
sanded bow] 

Sander, Fir 1x16x32 Sanded top and 25 min. 
6" belt 4 edge. 

Table saw Llahogany 1x3x120 12 outs, 120" 15 min. 
10" 

Band saw Fir 6x6x12 12 outs through 18 min. 
6x6 

Jointer 6" Mahogany 1x6x36 30 cut. on edge 8 min. 
1" wide 

Cleaning Dust on Cleaned twice, 10 min. 
Bench, 1 hr. apart sash 
Floor, cleaning 
tiachinss 

table saw were running starting at 8:30 a.m. the 

following day. )ust was again allowed to settle 

during the day and was weighed at night. 

4, Teat No. 3. Dust which had accumulated on the 

machines, floor and benches was cleaned off. Clean- 

Ing started at 8:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. and continued 

for 10 minutes euch. Cleaning tools used were 2k" 

hair bristle push broom for the floor and bench brush 



for benches and machiries. 3rushing and sweeping were 

done quite vigorously as would normally be done by 

students in a hurry to cleai up. Dust was ftllowed 

to settle throuout that day and was weighed at 

:OO p.s. that afternoon. 

5. Test No. ¿I. £ust remaining after the cleaning test 

was allowed to settle on the plates from 5OO p.m. 

until 8:00 a.n. the following morning to check over- 

night fallout. 

6. Test Îo. 5. Dust was allowe1 to settle on the plates 

from 8:00 a,m. until 8:00 am. 48 hours later. AS 

there was no activity in the shop during this period 

the deposit would correspond to settlement from 

aturday a.m. to onday a.in. '2his weekend test was 

to determine it there was still a considerable amount 

of fino dust in the air which would require a long 

period of time to settle out. 

a*les Take at Ciorator iace Level 

As each achine was operated, the amount of dust 

ßenerated at face level wa ,oasured by use of a sar2pler 

set as close to the face of the operator as possible. 

Phis sampler wa set on edge at an angle of 60 degrees 
to prevent the retention of large chips and slivers that 



TABLE 7 

BE$ULTS OP DUST PRODUCING T1.3TS 
(ii.igbts in nilligrw) 

iachiues Planer Planer floor, Overnight Weekend 
iaed Band saw Band saw Benches, settling settitrLg 

3ander Jointer 1achines 
Lathe (cleaned) 
table saw 

TestNo. i 2 3 4 5 

Stationl 62 165 15 8 3 

Station II 326 136 27 9 4 
Station ILL 42 37 12 7 2 

Station IV 35 23 14 7 trace 

btation V 40 47 5 Tx'ac 

Station VI 8 ?6 ' 16 8 

verae 72.3 7.3 

p 
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are of 1ittl importance to the study and which would 

give a falee weicht reading. (lass samplers were 12" 

square. The sampler was allowed to reiziin tn place 10 

uinutes after the machine teat waa completed to cive 

air-borne dust time to eettle 

SAMPLIC R1ZUI/PS 

Hand' 6 mg. ¿3ua11 amount thrown back into the facs 
of the operator. rìost dust goes out 
the rear of the machine. 

Lathe 370 mg. Nuch large material. Very heavy con- 
centration of sanding duet. Students 
should wear a protective mask while 
using this machine e 

Jander 64 mg. 'ix inch belt sander. Pop and botton 
(Belt) sides of the belt used. iost1y very 

fine material thrown up by this ma- 
chine as the heavier particles are 
thrown horizontally. Throws nuch dust 
into the air that does not stay in the 
vicinity but cirou1ate in the shop. 

Pable saw 23 mg. Considerable amount of dust, much of 
it also cuite large and not bothereocie 
to the nose. The operator standi.ng 
directly in line with the saw gets a 
high concentration of dust. This ma- 
chine caused more discomfort to the 
eyes than any other machine due to the 
force of the dust and the coxete.nt air 
stream. 

Band saw 12 mg. Dust situation not bothersoe to the 
operator. I'ost of the dust circulated 
below face level which was not picked 
up ori the plate. 

Jointer 4 mg. Very small anount of dust generated. 
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Test to Jeteine sate of ett1jj ì)ring the Dy 

while Test ]o. 3 (cleaning benches and machines) 

was being run, 6 plates of glass were laid out on a work- 

bench at station V. This station was selected because it 

was centrally located In the student work area. 

The problem was to detsrn.Lne how rapidly duet in 

the shop would settle out of the air. To figure the rate 

of settlement, the platos zere picked up at predetermined 

tths duri.n the day and the accumulated dust was weighed. 

Brushing stroke used to clean the benches close 

to the sampling bench were made parallel to the sanipling 

bench to prevant heavj material frolM being echaMcally 

deposited on the glass rather tnan air floated. 'The 

plates were set out at 9:30 a.m. The shop was cleaned 

at S:30 a.m. and at 9:30 a.m. Cleaning time - 10 mm- 

utes of each hour. 

TABLE 7 

SETTLING RAPE OF RAN]»CLANING DUST 

?late No. Time of Sample ¡inount 
Sampling Weight Gained 

(mg) (me) 

i l000 a.m. 11 11 
2 10:30 15 i. 

3 11:30 1? 2 
¡ 12:30 p.m. 20 3 
5 2:30 19 -1 
6 43O 23 1 
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Plate I 

Graph showing settling rate of dust activated by 
hand-cleaning methods. 
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Plate II 

Locationg of test stations for planer test. 
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AB Table 7 and ilate I ahoy, the eatet amount 

of dust feU. durTh» the first la1f hour, after which the 

aaount bait hour Lreat1y diminiahed. Fozty-eight 

percent of the total amount weiIied fell in the first 

half hour. within three iours of the total had 

fallen to the platea; this asn be accounted for somewhat 

by the fact that dust on the benches was very light and 

easily airborne, I)ust from the floor and nearer th 

machines would probably be heavier and tend to settle 

out fester. t 12z30 p.m. the air appeared coplete)j 

free of dust and entirely comfortable to work in. 40 

dust could be seen in the air except in strong sun rays. 

)u.t b'i c. 12" 

One of the machines in the shop, a l2 planer, 

had a shavings and duet collector of the canister type 

attached to it. To check the ability of this iachine 

to remove dust, the following tests were run. 

1. Collector datai 

a. Type: Canister with cloth filter bag. 

b. ?lotor: horse power, 3400 RTh 

e. Pan: 12's paddle-wheel type. 
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2. i'lanlng data: 

a. Wood: !labogany, 1x6x36 

b. ilanini 12 cute each test, 1/16' deep. 

3. Tests conducted: 

a. Three tests were run without collector 

in place. 

b. Three tests were run with collector in 

operation. 

C. Dust was ai1owe to settle tour hours 

bctw&en test run and collection, then 

another teat tas etrted. There were 

(See II, 

p. 44, for plan showing location of 

asEipling stations.) 

Teet without dust o 

Station I 

Test I 6O ag. 
XX 620 
III 57 

Average 589 g. 

Test with collector 

TABLE 8 

PLkNER )U3T Th&3T 

lleotor attached 

Station II Station IiI Station IV 

340 mg. 616 mg. 34 g. 
358 123 28 

mg. L6 ag.L mg. 

attached 

station I 3tation II 3tation IiI Itation IV 

Test I 6 mg. 8 mg. 6 mg. ag. 
II 10 12 7 4 
III _8 

¿ ta 
i 6 
4.3 Average . ag. m. 3.3 mg. 
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According to the tts run on this collector, 
the uiacine appears to be very efficient. Ph percent 

duet removed st Station I waa 98.7%; at 3tation II, 97.2%; 

at Station III, 96.8%; and at Station IV, 90%. The 

higher percentage at the stations near the naohine in 

dicates that the iaachino picks up the heavy iateria1 very 

well. The variable weights recorded with the collector 

in place are probably due to variability of air currents 

about the shop fron the exhaust of the collector. .li 

of the air drawn into the collector is exhausted into 

the shop throu a hole 4"x" at the bottom o! the col 

lector cc&nister. This blast of atr lifts dust from the 

floor or nearby nacktines and circulates it about the 

area. ny fine dust which escapes through the filter bag 

would also be blown into the shop atmosphere. 

The purpose of this roject i to determine the 

amount and the particle sise i duet. The amount of duat 

in the air is of little value to the researcher on a 

health problem unless the size of the particles is aleo 

known. T?rom previous experiments conducted by doctors 

and industrial health specialists, it has been estab- 

lished that the average size of wood dust particles is 

90 microns (17, p. 262). 



frorn inl'oruation available it has been found that 

there is less danger of disease in the lunes than rnld 

appear likely and that the eatost thrsat is to the 

nasal assagos (Zr. therford T. Johnstone, IO, p. 386). 

Prompted by etatements in the referecces, a test 

was run in the shop to deterixiue how th rotentiox o! 

thut in e nose und lungs would conpare with the at.ated 

findi o tir. Johiistone. 

Following a working period in the shop in which 

considerable duet had been inhaled, a sample was taken 

from the nose contents. Ìirat the aaterial was combind 

with water to make a solution which would separate the 

dust from the incus. fter the dust had settled out, a 

s2alI sample was picked out with a Lcdicin dropper and 

placed on a icrocope slide where core water was added 

to make a very dilute solution. This solution was spread 

on the surface of the slide and allowed to dry after 

whici the slide we.s placed ori a 4cro-projector and te 

iae of the dust particles ç.rojectod onto a WAite piece 

of paper. 2o record the image of the dust particles, 

pictures were taker. of tíe projected iiiae, using an 

iacta YX 3 mia. caiuera equipped with a 58 am. f/2 Biotar 

iena (see ..late III). 

articlee in this photograph average approximately 

10 to l7 microns in length. To illustrate the 
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Plate III 

Wood dust particles removed from the nose. 
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Plate IV 

Dust samples coughed up from the trachea and 
bronchi. 
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efficiency of the nose as a filter system, another test 

was made usin material coughed up from the trachea arid 

bronchi. Phis material was treated in the same rannor 

as the nose sampuin except it was noted that water was 

less effective as a solvent. To et separation of this 

material, the mucus was spread on the slide and allowed 

to partially dry, aítav which It was spread with a razor 

blade, water added and the procosr repeated (see :1ate 

Xv). 

In this picture the dust particles ar the dark 

black àpots. The light gray material in the back[round 

is dried uzucus that was not separated from the lust. 

Tts black circles are tirq air bubbles in the aucus. 

The large black spots are clusters of duet particles. 

individual dust particles appear to be (in comparison 

with measurable particle) approximately 10 microns in 

size and almost all of a uniform size. 

sven after a person has worked in the shop for 

a long period of time and haz a large accumu.1atior. of 

duet in the nasal passages, it is difficult to et a 

visible amount of dust frorn the 1ung area. p1j5 appears 

to be directly in line with the fidinga of previous 

researchers, that very little wood dust is small enough 

to find its way into the lungs. 
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iust from the ilaner (seo Plate V) 

In this saaple the dust was taken from the air 

streaui of the planer exhaust. The sample was picked up 

at a d.istance of 16 feet from the discharge point. ood 

used for the test was I:hilippiflO mahogany. 

Note the relatively largo size of the particles. 

The fine lines on th icture are graduation ou a blood 

counting cbaber used to deteririe the pTroxiu3te size 

of the du3t artic1es. 3quares in the squared, croes- 

hatched area are 1/20 mm. (50 ,iorons). This allows one 

to estimate with reasonable accuracy the size of a 

particle down to 10 nicrons in length or diateter. 

Fiberglass 3andin Dust 

The possibility that fiberç1asr atsria1 might 

be a health hazard due to the emsil particles of glass 

finding their way into the 1uns was explored. )ood 

particles that lodge in the lungs are absorbed. by the 

body. Glass, a non-organic uateriQi, cannot oc absorbed 

and might cause permanent injury, compirab1e to silico- 

ais. 

Haterial for the sainp1 was collected on a piece 

of glass held at face level. á piece of tiber,lase 

(boat sean covering impregnated with plastic) was sanded 
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Plate V 

Dust particles taken from the planer exhaust. 
Note the large size of the particles. 
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Plate VI 

Dust from fiberglass material. Rod-shaped 
particles are glass fibers. 
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on a belt sander and th dust allowed to rise and settle 

on the sanipler. The glass particles are the long, thin 

rods interspersed within the round or irregular particles 

of Plastic. 

In this sample it will be noted that the majority 

of the particles are lass, which wculd indicate that the 

ílass is lighter in weight and will be blown farther by 

the air currents around the sander (see Plate VI). The 

sample takm n the hand-woodworking area of the shop 

appears to have sorne curled shavings of band-sanding 

dust. Ficture als shows many particles of 25 micron. 

and less in dianeter. 
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OHAPT1R 1V 

111TROD8 OF DUST CONTROL 

According to the survey reported at the beginning 

of this $tudy, most of the industrial arts teachers be- 

lieve every woodworking shop should have some method or 

co11ectth dust from the air. The real problem cornee 

when the instructor 1nveatifatcs the possibility of in- 

sta.11in; a complete system only to find that the price 

is beyond tie school budget and lie must do without. Thie 

study provides an accumulation of information concerning 

critical sytes, soue commercial 

and some experimental, which shoulu prove helpful to an 

instructor trying to decide which type of collector to 

ins tall. 

One purpose of this study is to present as many 

different dust control systems as is practical, with the 

hope that soìiewbere within the rice range covered there 

will be found a method which will be satisfactory to the 

instructor and to the school budget officers. 

Individüa) ¡'lachirie CQ3,leçtpre 

constructed. ollectors 

Considerable work has been done by industrial 
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arts in3tructors in adapting various types of collectors 

to individual ivachinei. robably one of the most in- 

enious Bysteme using shop-con8tructed collector8 is 

located at David Douglass ligh School in ?ultnomah County 

east of portland, Oregon. Here, used vacuum-cleaner 

motors and fans have b.en adapted to the various ma- 

chines. Old-style upright cleaners were purchased at a 

nominal price, cut down to fit th taachine and installed 

as a permanent accessory to the achine. kower for the 

110 volt cleaner was taken froLn the machine switch. For 

greatest corvenienoa the cleaner should be wired parallel 

with the machine motor so both motore operate through one 

switch. 

Machines in the david Douglass school ind.uatrial 

arte plant to which these individual dust systems were 

adapted are: the band saw, radial saw, sander, lathes, 

and a small bench-mounted circular saw (see 'lates VII 

and VIII). 

Obervatipxis 

The cleaners do a good job of removing the dust 

from small nachines auch as the small circular saw and 

the radial saw. On most machines the quantity of dust 

is not so great as to require frequent bag cleaning. 



Plate VII 

Vacuum cleaner motor attached to band saw. 

Plate VIII 

Vacuum cleaner motor attached to lathe. Note 
collector hood on flexible hose. 
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The initial installation cost is low the obso- 

lete cleaners can be purchased for approximately lO each 

and installation can be made by the students and instruc- 

tor. 

Two factors that should be noted in regard to this 

installation: (1) Check the power supplied to the ria- 

chine motor. If other than 113 volt single phase is 

used, an additional line must be run to power the c1aner 

motor. (2) Use only good vacuum cleaner notors. A worn 

motor will be unsafe and a constant source of trouble. 

Commercial Indivj4ual Nachine )olleçtors 

evera1 companies are now in the business of 

building the canister type individual mactine collectors. 

The8e machines are usually well de&igned and do a good 

job, up to their capacity. One such collector tested 

indicated about 96;Q effioincy in reioval of dust and 

shavings from a 12" planer (see ï late Lt). 

The design of these collector8 is usually such 

that the dust and shavings do not go through the fan, 

thus preventing dainae to the high speed fan should a 

solid object such as a block of wood get into the in- 

take. ¿iter the air is drawn through a ba inside the 

canister or a filter is placed on the outlet frog the 

canister. One collector uses a paper filter similar to 



Plate IX 

- 

ri 

Canister type individual machine collector. 
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that usod br 3OO modern houhold vacuum cleanro. 

it i quite easy to overload some cani3ter-type 

collectors. Zchools s±iould be crtairi they got a a- 

chii'a with sufficient air capacity in cubic feet per 

minute and a lax'e enough inlet openn o haJ.le the 

atr±1 to be exhausted. Inlet pipe size should be at 

least 2» to 3' in diameter. Air velocity in the hose 

will be less but the volume of air will be greater arnd 

the langer of clogging will be 1es in the largor size 

hose. 

Caaisters take up valuable floor space. If many 

machines are to be exhausted it would be advisable to 

investigate the possibility of ci central system. The 

total cost of a corplete exhaust systeci made up of in- 

dividual collectors would probably come close to that 

of a central systeci, with less convenience and nore floor 

space wasted. 

Gollectora with suïficient capacity ma have their 

inlet pasaae branched and adapted to two or more ma- 

chinee. The volume and velocity of air In each brarach 

would naturally be reduced. To compensate for the loss 

of valocity, screens cara be irstlled in the machine 

hoods which would separate the heavy chips from the dust 

and allow the collector to handle only the air-borne 

dust. A collector thus fitted could collect duet from 



many more machines if it did not have to lift heavy 

ehavings. 

Jepprating Hpod for p Planer 

In ahopB where a duet collecting system has not 

been installed but a planer is used, many instructors 

have fitted the machine With ì hood which is designed 

to contain the stream of shavings and dust from the 

cutting head and prevent the dust from being blown into 

the atmosphere. A skirt of canvas or like material also 

directa the waste into a box below the outlet. This hood 

can be made more efficient as far as the dust is con- 
cerned if a suitable screen is placed in the top of the 

hood and. the hood is exhausted by a vacuum system. 

¡ separator of this type could be adapted to the 

vacuum cleaner systezn or the type usina a common can- 

ister collector with several machines exhausted at once. 

Separators of this type would allow several machines to 

be exhausted by one comparatively low-power and inexpen- 

sive blower system which would be easy to install and 

quiet in operation. 

Bui).t-uv Çolletr :3ystem 

During the past few years several companies have 

made available to the industrial arts teachers component 
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parts of dust collecting syste. 'ith those parts 

(blower, separator, pipe, elbows, etc.) the instructor 

can assemble his own unit to suit his needs and budget. 

3erore a person atto1npts to design his oo11ectin 

syston he should become familiar with several books on 

dust control e1enonts to better understand the problems 

of' design and to be able to recognize some of the ob- 

vious pitfalls a beginner may meet. Probably one or the 

beat books on the subject is i1dn, John L., .)esjgn 

IndustriU xhpust $ystej. It is written in non- 

technical language which the layman can understand. 

Other references in the bib1ioraphy would be helpful 

to one seriously studying the theory of air flow and 

separation. 

Volume Iioasureent 

In the design of an efficient dust collector 

there are several important factors which must be cal- 

culated. One of these is t,he volume of air f1owinp in 

a pipe. This is measured in cubic feet of air per miii- 

Ute. Be1oi is i table that reads directly in cubic feet 

per minute (CN) when the size of the pipe and the static 

pressure inside the pipe is known. 

3tatic pressure is that air pressure necessary to 

overcome friction within the pipe. Phis static pressure 



TABL9 

CUBIC FEET OF AIR HANDL.D FEW NINUTE 
THROUGH AVERi.GE COLLEC' ING flOOD3 

(3, p. 462) 

Diameter Maintained suction, inches water gauge 
of pipe (static pressure) 

in inches 
2" 2)" 3" 4« 5" 

38 47 54 61 67 76 86 
2 68 85 97 108 119 136 153 
26 107 13]. 161 168 185 214 238 
3 153 188 217 23 266 306 343 
3} 209 256 296 330 362 418 466 
4 273 334 386 431 473 546 609 
¿fl4 345 423 488 546 598 690 7'/5 

5 427 533 605 676 741 854 955 
6 614 751 867 970 1062 1228 1573 
7 835 1023 118o 1322 1448 1670 1870 
8 1092 1357 1546 1727 1892 2184 2440 
9 1381 1695 1953 2184 2387 2762 3091 

10 1705 2090 2409 2695 2959 3.10 3806 

ray be either plus er minus accor.ing to whether the 

test is cade at the inlet or the outlet of the blower, 

One of the simplest iethods el' deterrinin static 

pressure is by use of a manoa.ter, a U-shaped tube of 

1as fa,tened to a scale graduated in inches and 

fractions of Inches. The tube i partially filled with 

,ater sid a11 rubber tube is fastened to one end. 

To check static precure, ¿ril1 a fine hole (1/16" 

or lees is sufficient) in a straight section of the pipe 

to be checked To insure accurRcy "hen teetin for 

,uction, the test hole should be at leaet seven pipe 



diameters from the entrance. Imove all burrE frori the 

hole inside the pipe to riake pcuiiblo an even flow of 

air past the hole. hold tb free end of the rubber tube 

Íroii the manometer over the test hole. 3uction within 

the pipe will draw water up in one leg of the upright 

manometer. The difference, measured in inches, between 

the water level2 in the two legs is the static preszure. 

By checking the static pressure and noting the volume 

flow of air as indic.ted on the chart, one can soon find 

if the blower has enough power to adsquately exhaust a 

particular machine. 

ir' Volume Recuiremente 

As one goes about the job of asernbling parts for 
his collecting system the first determination is the 5ize 

of the blower and separator needed. As this unit will be 

the nost critical and expensive, the purchaser should be 

assured that the capacity is adequate for hie require- 

znents, plus a reserve for effectiveness and for future 

additions to the shop equipment. Be ours to have a 

system that has enough reserve capacity to take care of 

such additional attachments as floor sweeps and larger 

replacement machines. 

Table 10 lists the common machines with exhaust 

pipe size and inches of water drawn in a manoirieter to 



adejuate1y remoYo ali dust and waste uaterlal froi the 

niachine. 

TABLI 10 

BRUCH PIPE SISES AND STATIC SUOTION AT HOOD 
(1, p. 8) 

Machine Sis Branch Pip Static CYM 
No. Diam. suction 

Fls.ner up to 20" 1 5 1.5O 532 
Single 

aorta. bslt up to 6" 1 4 1.50 334 
aander 

Disc sander up to 12 1 3) 1.50 256 

Table eaw up to 16e' 3 4 1.25 300 

Radial saw up to 20" 1 k 1.25 300 

Ban saw up to W' I 3 1.23 l'iO 

Jointer up to (" i 3) 1.50 256 

Seosrator $yaterns 

It is one problem to reniove the dust and Abavinge 

from the macbines aiid yet anothor prob1i to separate 

the niaterial from the air stream. If the air is to be 

exhausted outside, the complete separation is of leas 

importance than it the air is to be returned to the room 

where a very high percentage oÍ even the very small 

particles must be removed. 
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To b an acceptable '3eparator or th wooworking 

industry, the unit muet be abl0 to; (1) handle a large 

volume of material, (2) handl. a large volume of air, 

(3) eparat a large percentage of the material from the 

air, (4) work with little back pressure, (5) operate with 

little expense. 

The following esveral separators have been in- 

vestiated and found to bo useful in separating materials 

in ':ooìworking shops. oue are more adaptable au pre- 

cleaners while others are suitable for final cleaners. 

¿ettlinR Chmber eparptor 

Dust and shavings will separate from an air stream 

to a large degree if the velocity of the air is suddenly 

lowered. ir wiich is blown into a large container, such 

as a dust bin, will drop much of ita load before it ex- 

bausts out the far side. in elSow at the inlet which 

directs the air stream dowiward and a serias of baffles 

in the box to slow down the stream in the exit woulci re- 

nove all but the fine duet. school ahop which was iso- 

lattd could use such a syst a te duet wiic was &i- 

charged would not cause a nuisance. The larger the 

settling chamber the more efficient will be the separ- 

ation. 



The aerodyne cone In a ìethod of precleanirig the 

air bforo It iz finally separated by oe other moans. 

Thin separator consists of a 1on.., tapered steel cone 

with horizontal silts cut arouiid the surface. The air 

entern at the large end arad escapes through the slit6 

as the cone narrows and the reeure builds u2. 3)1ist 

and shaving3 pase on by the cUts and are removed o 

the sniull end of the cone. From the etd of t'e cne the 

ariavings go into a cyclone, hopper, dust ha or sonio more 

efficient separator. The a9rodìc cone would be an 

excellent separator to use in con4unction w3th the 

settling chamber. 

Cloth Filter 3eparatpr 

The tact th.t p.sing through a fabric will 

be partially cleaned haz long been recognited. The 

obvious explanation for separation is that the dust is 

screened fror the air as it passes through, due to the 

small spaces between the fabric threads. This theory 

is only partially true for it would .00n be seen, if one 

were to examine the cloth under a xagnifying lae , that 

the spaces between the threads are such larger than the 

dust particles separated. À in most filtering 
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situations, the filter does not clean effectively until 

a layer of the material is built up on the fabric and 

the air passes through a filter of ver7 fias 1ust par- 

ticles. ,1hen a new filter is installed there will be a 

small leakage of dust particles until the cake gets built 

up within the bag or filter cloth. 

The thicker the cake on the fabric the more 

efficient will be the filtering action hut, es the cake 

builds up, the capacity of the syste!n diminishes. There 

mu.t be e system of cleaning the cloth surface included 

with the filter to make it practical for the wood shop. 

types of cloth have been ueed succeasfu1y 

as filters. There is a special cloth used specif1call3 

for dust bags on vacuum cleaners. 3heetinß, nuGlin, 

flannel and wool suiting have all been used and found 

satisfactory substitutes for the special cloth. Jecerrdy 

synthetic materials have been adapted for dust bags. 

1-roviding a shop has the necessary space avail- 

able, a combination of settling chamber, aerodyne cone 

and cloth filter on the exit wo'ald uake an effective, 

inexpensive separator. 



Cyclone earatprs 

Low Velocity System 

irobably the moat common type of separator in the 

woodworking industry is the low velocity cyclone. The 

advantage of this unit is the fact that it will handle 

a large quantity of material with a minimum of attention. 
Occasional blocks of wood, splinters, etc., will pass 

through the separator with no danae to the equipment. 

The efficiency of a low velocity unit i fair. 
fficiency falls off rapidly as the particle size de- 

creases to the 10-20 micron range. 

Operation of a Low_elocity Qyçipng 

To understand the limitations of a cyclone one 

must understand how material is separated fron rehe air 
streaii in such a separator (see -late X). 

hate is a drawir of a typical low pressure 

cyclone. Air enters in a thin stream at the top, tan- 
gentially to the inner 8uïface. As the air spins in- 
side the cone, entrained dust and material is deposited 

on the walls of the separator by centrifugal force. Air 

and dust are forced down the cone in ever tiitening 
spirals through action of air pressu fron the i1et. 
As the diameter of the cone decreases the speed of the 
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Plate X 

Schematic drawing of low pressure cyclone 
separator. 
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Plate XI 
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Low pressure cyclone installation, Corvallis 
High School, Corvallis, Oregon 

Plate XII 

TORIT, Model 2l9high velocity cyclone separator. 
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flow and centrifugal force ap1ied to the dust particles 

incroa8e. The dust is preeeed titht1y against the wall 

of the cone and slides downward iii an ever diminishing 

spiral path. The air, which, as it passes downward, is 

compressed into a smaller and smaller space, make3 it 

way to the center of the cone where it creates a now 

spiral and escapes upward throuçh the top of the cyclone 

while the dust drops out the bottoia. There are two 

vortices in a cyclone. One on the outside is large and 

contains air and dust. The other is a sna1ler helix that 

is rising in the center of the cyclone and is made up 

mostly of air alone. 

The low velocity separator is quite adaptable to 

the woodworking industry because it is guite efficient 

under heavy loads o.f' material. Cyclones can be made to 

handle very large volumes of air. 

fliih o1ocity Cyclone 

iJithin the past few years the cyclone haß been 

improved to make it ¡nora efficient on the smaller sizes 

of material. As the principle of operation of the 

cyclone is based on centrifugal force, any means of 

getting more force against dust particles would cause 

them to cling tighter to the cyclone wall and thus be 

separated from the air stream. In the high velocity 
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cyclone this je aoconp1ished by making the cone much 

sia11er in diameter and much longer in taper length. 

As air enters a high velocity cone it immediately ja 

thrown into a very tight spin. ¿a the air travels the 

length of the long tapering cone the speed mounts to 

the place where even the very small particles are 

aífected by the centrifugal force and are thrown out of 

the air stream and against the side of the cone. is in 

the low velocity separator, the dust slides down the 

sides of the separator in a spiral path and finally falls 

out the bottori. The air exhausts up the center and out 

the top. 

The high velocity unit nust necessarily be of 

much higher precision than the low velocity oylo.ae. 

The inner surfaces of the cone zinast be very smooth and 

free from irregularities. At the high speed at which 

the air travels, any roughness would cause eddy currents 

in the air, upset the separation action and aove the 

dust particles back into the central air stream, 

The efficiency of the high velocity cyclone is 

much higher than that of the low velocity but the capa- 

city is lower due to the sntaller size o! the cone. If 

the unit is to exnaust outside where the exhausted dust 

would be no problen then a low velocity unit would be 
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satisfactory. The high velocity unit ii recommended 

where the exhaust is to be filtered and returned to the 

room as the amount of dust captured by the filter Is 

small and does not materially hamper the flow of air 

through the filter, 

T fl!) .) »m!W 
The American Air Filter Company, Louißville, 

entucky, has perfected a system of combined blower and 

separator unit which has been trade named "Roto-Clone." 

The rotoclone uses centrifugal force to separate 

the material from the air stream but the system is unique 

in that the separator and blower are ooabined in one 

unit. The fan is made up of a great number of small, 

curved blades attached to a circular plate. This unit 

looks very much like the rotor in a turbine. This 

impeller is enclosed in a scroll-type cast iron housing 

(see ¡late XIV). 

Dust-laden air from the machines is drawn in at 

the center of the impeller. Heavy dust particles hit 

the fan and are caught up by the curved, trouküike 

blades. Fine dust particles are caught as the air is 

drawn into the fan blades. Centrifugal force of the high 

speed fan forces the dust particles to stay in the 

trough-shaped blades and moves theiì out to the tips of 
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Plate XIII 

TORIT, Model 2l9high velocity cyclone system 
installed in a typical woodworking shop 
situation 

Plate XIV 

ROTOCLONE separator. Skimmer (pre-cleaner) 
on the left; inlet (curved pipe) on the right. 
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the blades. These tipa extend out of the main ciaiber 

of the blower, through a narrow slot in the casin;, and 

enter a secondary chamber surrounding the uiain blower, 

Äiere the dust particles are deposited to be drawn off 

into a hopper while the main body of air in the large 

chamber moves out through the general outlet. 

the efficiency of the unit is very high on fine 

material of heavy weight and low concentrations. When 

heavy concentrations are to be separated or if heavy 

aaterial such as planer shavings are to be separated 

then a pro-cleaner ehould be installed ahead of the 

rotoclone. The American Air Filter ompan.y uses a pre 

cleaner called a skimmer to remove the great bulk of 

material from the air. 1ateria1-laden air i drawn into 

the skimmer at a tangent to the inner surface of the con 

tamer. s the air and materials spin around the maids, 

the concentrated material that has been thrown againet 

the surface of the chamber by centrifugal force is drawn 

off through a narrow slot in the curved aurfaos. This 

2aterial, with a small amount of air, is deposited in a 

closed hopper. The air is led off into the rotoclone 

through a pipe connected from the top of the hopper to 

the intake of the rotoclono. 



rdectostatip Pyçpitatpr5 

Some questions have been raised about the 

possibility of usine electrostatic precipitators to re 

move shop duat from the air. This section of the report 

is to bring to the reader aone facts concerning the 

operation and capabilities of the electrostatic precipi 

tator. 

The precipitator Consist3 of a large boxulike unit 

containing electrodes of positive and negative polarity. 

¿L3 the dust-laden air i drawn past the first set of 

electrodes, dust particles arc given a negativo charge 

which causes theii to be attracted to and adhere to the 

second set of late which are charged positive. o 

charge the particles end cauae them to adhere to the 

plates, a high potential of 60,000 to 70,000 volts direct 

current iaust be ma,tntci3ed at all times. Po be 

efficient, the electrodez must be operated at near the 

epark-over point to provide a corona around the negative 

electrodoz3. 

The unit le operated until the positive plates 

bocoze loaded and aro unable to bold more dust, tfter 

which the current is turned off and platez are cleaned 

either by brushing or vibration, 

The electrostatic precipitator is not yet 
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practical for the woodworking shop for several reasons 

1. The cost is prohibitive. £' precipitator 

capable of handling the large volume of air 

would be of tremendous size. 1'lost precipi- 

tators operate at loo to 600 cubic feet per 

a&inute. 

2. Fire dan6er is too great. The precipitator 

operates at near spark-over potential and if 

a spark were to ignito the dust in the cleaner 

it would cause a dust explosion and fire. 

irecipitators should be u3ed only on non 

fl'b].. materials. 

3. The danger of electrical shook is high, 

especially where childron are involved. 

The precipitator may be used an an air filter when 

a small ainunt of ai: is passed through the unit. In air 

conditioning and heating units the filter Is used to olean 

a fraction of the circulated air as it pasees through the 

central blower system. This air would have a email con- 

centration of dust to be r.oved. These units aro also 

oÍ a much lower voltage ratine. The precipitator is very 

efficient on small particles of dust or even particles 

of sLoke. 



Cpnsitoratipns of Air upl 

When one plans an exhaust system be muet take 

into consideration the source of air to oDerate the dust 

removal system. If the blower requires 3000 CFii to 

evacuate the dust from all the machines then there must 

be a supply of air that quantity from somewhere to re- 

place the discharged sir. 

3ystems using air filters that clean and return 

the sir to the room have no problem here; but when the 

air i exhausted outside several problems appear. These 

are listed a follows: 

1. Can air be drawn frofl other parte of the 

building? 

2. If air is drawn from the outside, will the 

temperature of the building be lowered ex- 

ce as ive ly 

3. If the air Is drawn frorn the outside, can the 

air be tempered to prevent cold drafts? 

¿. Can an outside exhaust be located in such a 

place that dust will not be drawn back into 

the building? 

Shops located in the zain school building may get 

their air supply from the halls. In a large building the 

halls ere seldoi' ventilated so the removal of inactive 



air is dairab1e. Heat in the halls is maintained 

through escape from the adjacent rooms and from student 

activity. The Corvallis High &ohool aystei is a good 

example of this type of air supply. 

In some areas where the shop is located in a 

separate building the loas of heat becomes critical. À 

large central system which evacuates from all the major 

machines in the shop mey discharge as rauch as 3000 cubic 

feet per minute of heated air and draw into the building 

a like amount oÍ cold air. At this rate a shop 

40'x60'x15' would have the air changed once every 12 

minutes. if the temperature inside the shop were 65 

and the outside were 32° one can quickly see what a load 

is thrown on the heating plant to sintain a coxii1ortable 

temperature. 

io calculate how much it would cost to beat a shop 

during the winter if all air were exhausted outdoors, 

the following chart was made. Winter months of November, 

December, January, February and March only were used. 

3ample temperatures ware averaged for the typical climate 

areas of the state. 

he formula used to calculate heat loss was: 

CP!1 pf ayterax 60 mJnute z terip, difference x 
55 su. ft. per U z ?000 TU per lb. of coal z 2000 
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CFM in air evacuated per minute. 

60 minutes per hour. 

Temperature difference between inside and outside. 
805 hours during heaving season. 

55 cubic feet of air heated per Btu. 

7000 Btu (net heat available to the epace). 

2000 pounds of coal per ton. 

The above calcalationa will give the required 

tons of coal to heat the exhausted air, 
3ample problems apply to iurns, 0ro, area. 

1. &verae temperature for 5 winter months - 
300 

2. Cubic feet per minute of oo1lector2000. 
3. Temperature maintained inside 65°. 

I. Operating hours per heating season 805. 

35x805 2Qi 
a 4.39 tons of coal per season. 

Costs 4.39 X 20 a 187.80 to maintain the shop 

temperature at 65°. This cost would be above 

that required for a shop without an exhaust 

system. Variations in cost of fuel and cubic 

feet per minute would alter final individua]. 

cost figures. 
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TABLE U 

1OUNT 0F GOAL UM) TO H.kT TXffAU$J) AIR 
1TN TYPICAL CLINATIC AREAS 

Temperatures are 1956 averases for the noutha Zovber 
through Nareh inc1usìv, taken from the official U. . 

Weather Bureau report. Formula f iures aae ae above 
in tøxt. 

City Average Outside Temp. Tons of Coal 

Albany 41 3 
Arlington 38 .38 
Ashland 38 3.38 
Astoria 41 3 
ßak*r 28 
Bend 34 3.8 
Burns 30 4.3 
Cottage Grove 41 3 
iugene 41 3 
John Day 3 3.8 
K.lamath Palis 34 3.8 
Nyssa 33 4 
Pendleton 36 3,6 
iort1arì i1O 3.14 
Prineville 35 3.7 
Reedeport 44 2.6 
orants Pass 4]. 3 



CUAPTER V 

DUST CONTROL DEVWINTS AND COM?ARISON 

a result of infcrnation athsred from inaus 

trial arts ixtz'aotoro corzoernmn. their thist control 

needs, an iiexpeniive sytei was developed arid tested. 

The plan was to develop a syatem tiat was easy to oon 

struot, inexpensive, easy to maintain, and so ooz- 

etructed that it would not remove heated air Ïroi the 

building. A machine whick shall be rererred to here- 

after as an "atmosphere filter" was the result of this 

planning. 

?tmoshere f i1tr 

An atmosphere filter as used here is a system of 

filtering that will remove du3t from the room air 

irrespective of how it was produc.1. 

Dust is liberated into the air by man'y tjpß5 of 

activities. Operations act as power achine, sanding, 

oleanin activities, etc., all add their particular type 

of dust t:i the air. It hae been found through previous 

studies (lis, p. 8) thet woodnho dust settles out of the 

air rapídly. Given a quantity of very fine wood dust 

released into th air by a blower, k8% of the dust will 

have settled to the surface within the first half hour. 
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When activity is coing 0r4 i t shop a oonstLnt 8Upply 

of new duRt is being added to the air. )ust on 'îaohinse 

and tableo is also disturbed and again becouies airborne. 

.rviou to tbi ererixnnt the author thaoriz4 

that 1f a large volume of air could be drawn thrcxgh a 

filter syete the air in the shop could be kept at a 

comfortable level of dust etaninaiion. Air exhausted 

froid the filter would not be blown outside but would b. 

returned to the room to be recirculated. Fiy tUa uetbod 

valuable warm air would not be wasted during the winter. 

For the conduct of the exçeriment a bux was con- 

(see and XVI) which contained three 

l4x25"x2" spun class filters of the type uad to filter 

air in forced air furnaces. To exhaust the ir a 16tT, 

4 blade aiuminum fan was ountod on a . horstpower 

electric iotor. The aaserzthly was mounted in the box n 

such a aanner as to draw the air through the filter, 

into the box and exhaust it out th other .nd. B draw- 

ing the air through the filter from the outside, the 

operator could observe the filters and note when they 

needed to be replaced. ihia uethod would also dis- 

courage possible tampering with the machine by studente 

who might want to throw material into the fan. 



Plate XV 

Atmosphere filter with filter pads in place. 

Plate XVI 

Atmosphere filter without filter pads in place. 



Conduct of the Atmoshere F1ter Test 

To test t,he theory that such a filter would re- 

aove dust from the air at a practical rate, the unit wa 

taker to a woodworking ahop which did not hsvc a dust 

collecting system. The shop had been used by the main- 

tenance en since the olose of school (approximately two 

months) and a raat amount of dust was on all flat 3uD 

faces. Nost of th dust was either of maple or oak wood 

as this was the material which was being achined. 

To start the test, seven glass plates, 9'xl2", 

were placed on a table in the central part of the shop. 

These plates were then covered with a paper until they 

were needod. Duet in the shop was then scattered and 

blown into the air with a blower from a comnercial vacuum 

cleaner. When a heavy concentration of dust was in the 

air the paper was removed from the plates. fter one 

minute had passed, the first plate was picked up and the 

succeeding jlates were picked up at five minute inter- 

vals. ccumulated dust was removed from the piatc with 

a razor blade, placed in a paper folder, idrked for 

identification end later weighed on an analytic bi1ance. 

To test the collector, the same teat wis run with 

the co'lector in oceratio after the first ninuto. This 

first minute collection was made during both tests to 



cive coparieon of the amounts of duet in the air at 

the start of the testr. Proa information gathered, the 

fo11owìn table was made. 

TABLE 12 

A?MOSPffiRL f ILPßR TIiST 

Test I Free dust settlement (weihte in illias) 
Test II Settlement with atmosphere filter in operation 

(weights in n'il1ißraas) 

huirntes 

1 5 10 15 . 20 25 3Ç) 

Test I 10 6 50 50 53 8 m. 
% total 
deposit O 64.2 86.8 91.2 94.2 100 91.o 

Test Li 9 17 18 18 20 21 22 

total 
deposit O 73.9 78.3 78.3 87 92.3 100 

Total Depoeit, Tt I, 53 mg. 

Total Deposit, Test II, 22 mg. 

!ereent Collected by filter, 58.5% 

The filter c1e'ired the air nuch faster than was 

expected. Within the .fi.rrt 5 atnutee approximately 7' 
of the dust had been cleared from the dr. Tcital space 

in the shop was 48,000 cubic feet, The fan was capable 

of' moving 0O cubic feet of ai.r per niuute. 
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Following the above experiments, it was decided 

to conduct a test of the air filter in a woodworking shop 

while school was in operation to determine how well the 

apparatus would control duet. The machine was set up in 

the woodworking shop of the ?íc1oughlin Union }Ligh School, 

iilton-Freewater, Oregon, during the winter term. 

The only dust control equipment normally used in 

the shop is a canister type, individual machine collector 

attached to a 12" planer. For some phases of the experi- 

ment this machine, including the collecting hood, was 

completely detached from the planer. 

During the experimente, four sampling stations 

wero set up around the shop. These stations consisted 

of pieces of glass 12" square on which dust samples were 

collected. r2he stations wore located in the following 

areas: 

I In the machine area directly behind the planer 

exhaust. 

II - In the hand-woodworking area. 

III - In the storage area. 

IV - In the general machine area. 

Each sampling experiment was run for a period of 



three weeks to obtain a longoeperiod average of dust 

accumulation. Dust was allowed to accumulate for one 

week after which it W&Ei collected and weighed. The total 

of the three week collections wae used as the comparative 

figure. 

Test I - Iorrnal duit ncetrtion in he shop 

To determine the normal amount of duet produced 

in the shop, ail duat control equipment was mide in- 

operative. The canister collector and collecting hood 

on the planer were removed and the atmosphere filter was 

not used. Four sampling platee were distributed around 

the shop. Lornal operation in claseroonis was observed 

during the test. 

In this test, as well as all others conducted, 

shop activity consisted of: 

1. woodworking I (2 periode, 20 students each). 

2. Joodworking II (1 period, 22 students). 

3. Woodworking III-1V (1. period combined wood- 

work and carpentry, 15 students). 

4. 1echanic&1 drawing (1 period, 18 students). 

5. Teacher preparation period (1 period, students 

permitted to work in the shop to do extra 

work). 

Dust collection averages - normal dust concentra- 

ti on. 



Station I 

Station II 

Station III 

Station IV 

402 milligrama 

220 i11igraina 

182 ii11igraaza 

16k milligrans 

Test II ¿tzio1eze filter in pratior 

same enera1 teat arrangement except that the 

atzoaphere filter wa placed in operation. This machine 

waa placed against a wall and 9et to exhaust the cleaned 

air in the direction of the long way of the room. The 

filter was placed 8 feet in the air close to the major 

duet producing machines (pluner, eaner and. lathes) with 

the assumption that a.r drawn in from these machines 

would 'be cleaned, exhausted, end recirculated about the 

room to bring inox'e dust-laden air back to the filters. 

The filters were three spun-glass type disposable furnace 

filters mounted in the three sides of a box. ir circu- 

lation was accomplished by use of a 4 horsepower, 1725 

RPPI motor attached to a 16" three-blade fan. This coin- 

bination iioved approximately 3400 cubic feet of air per 

minute. Phis machine was p1ace tn operation st any 

time & dust producing activity was taking 1aee in the 

shop. 



Dust collection with atmosphero filter in 

o;'eration. 

' decrease froc 
normal 

Station I 290 milligrams 28 

Station Ii 62 Lilligrama 72 

Station III 56 ai11igr.i 69.3 

Station IV 38 milligrame 76.8 

Total average decrease 6l.4 

Test III -Caxiter Spllegr i u.se 

In this test the atmosphere filter wa not u3ed 

but the individual co11ectox attached to the 12" pl&nr 

was used. The collector motor was wired throuh the 

planer switch which caused the collector to be operated 

only when the ¡1aner was being used. 

Lkiet co1leotior with criziicter collector in tice. 

9' decrease £r 
normal 

Station I 165 milligrams 59 

Station II 185 i11irams 16 

Station III 103 mil1igrez 

tation XV 77 illigrama 53 

Total average decrease 
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Test IV -Canite collector n1 a1mosphere fijte 

During the final three weeks of th tests, both 

the atmosphere filter and the in.lividual iaachtne collec- 

tor were used. The filter waa again operated at all 

time. when duet producing activities were in operation. 

Dust collection with atmosphere filter and can- 

ister collector in uae 

% decreasc from 
normal 

3tation I 182 milligrams 54.6 

Gtation II 5k milligrams 75.5 

tation III 43 milligrams 76.4 

3tation IV 49 ¡iilligrams 70.1 

Total average iecreaue 60.1% 

1'i.T rit3lt 

1. From the charts it il1 be seen that on the average 

the c&nister collector alone removed apprdnately 

42 of the airborne dust ard the atmosphere filter 

removed 61%. When both machines were used the amount 

of dust deposited on the ;1ate was reduced 69.1% 

oomparcd to the collections when w control sytiteia 

were used. 

2. The noise of the fan in the air filter was not ex- 

assolvo although it is believed that a lower speed 
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motor (1200 RP) would be nearly as effective and 

lese noisy. The filter fan was a little more bother 

some than the heater fan on the space heater. 

3. Th ue of the filter sided materia1l in reducing 

the dust conicentrtion in the air, making the shop 

more cornfortable to work in. 

k. Total co3t of the air filter was low in comparison 

to other control systems. 

6. 
1jk: electric motor, 1725 RPM 

16" three blade fan, 30 degree 
pitch 

Three 16"x25'x2' glass dust filtere 4.92 

i plywood filter box (approximate 
cost) 8.00 

Total $38.00 

Additional cost for permanent type 
metal or plastic filters 22.O8 

Total 60.75 

Cpmara:ive Costf and ifftcieno, 
of$elect.4 Dust Collecting Systeme 

The information below io an attempt to give corn- 

parative data concerning average costs and collecting 

efficiency of some of the collecting systomn previously 

described. 

There appears to be no method of g.tting a direct 

comparison due to the difterent purposes for which the 

machines are bought and the varying amounts of 
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ttackimcnta needed in dirrerent shops. In aost of the 

units surveyed, the price tor the main collector is 

stated but the buyer would have to calculate i8 re 

quiremerits for pipes, elbows, shut-offs, etc. The 

column marked COLL.CTI1G ABILITY is an attempt to give a 

comparison under normal operating conditions. 

tINI? TYiL 9LLEÇTING ABILITY PRICRANGh 

tmoepbere filter Airborne dust only, $50 to 
60-70% reduction in 150 
atmosphere dust 
load 

Çnister collector 9O. efficiency, dust 89 to 
and shavings from ì2lO 
individual machine 

Intruçtor asocrib1e 

HARAß1;ß liodel 30A Duet and shavings $270 to 
Blower trou 12" planer and f325 
motor, switch, 2 small achinea 
and attachments 
for 2-3 machines 

HÀRADi Nodel 70A Dust and shavings 388 to 
Blower wIth fron 20" plaxer and 450 
motor, ewitch, 2 small machines 
and attachments 
for 2'3 machines 

HÀRADEß Nodel 70A Dust only Above prices 
Blower with plus 1150 
motor, switch, for pipe, 
and attackuente elbows, 
for overhead flex. pipe, 
piping to six etc. 
machines 
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TORIT systems. (high 
velocity cyclpne 

TORIT 1ode1 13 
Righ efficiency 
cyclone, 450 CF1, 
with attachments 
for 3 machines, 
including filter 
bag 

CQILQTING ABILITY PRICE RANGE 

Dust and shavings 375 plus 
from 20" planer and pipe 
2 small machines 

TORIT Model 19 Dust and shavings f498 plus 
1200 CFfl, with from 12" planer, 12" pip. 
filter bag disc sander, " band 

saw, and either 10" 
table saw or 10" 
radial arm eaw 

TORIT Model 219 
2125 CJI'1, with 
filter bag 

TORIT Model 24 
3000 II vi tb 
filter bag 

Low Velocity Çyclpnes 

Duet and shavings 3710 plus 
fror 20" planer, 6" pipe 
bons. sander, 12" 
disc sander, 10" 
table saw, 6" jointer, 
lo" radial arm saw, " 
band saw; above eeti 
mate providIng me- 
chines are not widely 
separated 

Large enough to 113O plus 
handle all but the piping 
largest shops with 
large planers and. 
jointers 

Because there arc SO many variables to consider 

in the desiçn of a 10 looity cyclone system, no 

attempt was made to break it down into component parts. 

Eaci system is ¡nade for one particular set of conditions 
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and the cozst io based on the work necessary to install 
such e system. Usually the sy!tezi is designed and hand- 

made to fit the Job. Installed prices as reported by 

teachers throughout the state raned from fl700 for six 

machines exhausted to 3OOO for eleven machines ex- 

hausted.. If a low velocity unit will meet the require- 

ments of the shop, local sheet-metal shops should be 

contacted for eotiiaates, 

ROTOÇWNE sjotem 

No attempt was ¡nade to break down the cost as each 

installation is unique. Instructors who have Lotoclones 

installed to exhaust al]. iacbines report the cost is 

approximately 5OOO per installation. 

(eneja). ollector ktecoinmend.utipna 

Based on observaioxs, experiments, research in 
the library, and conversations with operators of dust- 

collecting systems, the following recommendations are 

submitted: 

:i.. 
rjl the first reuireinent to be decided. is 

the purpose of the collectthj system. If the objective 

is to remove dust for the sake of health, then the total 
coEt will be much lower than if the removal is for con- 

venlence in housekeeping, in wuich case all dust, 



shavings, etc.) are removed through the system. 

2. That schools with limited budgets experiment 

with the air filter ayutem aø a means ol keeping the 

dust concentration in the ¿tir at a low level, 

3. That instructors having email shops inveati 

gate thorout?hly the possibilities of the small, mdlvi- 

dua:1. machine collectors. One unit assigned to the two 

dustiest ziachines plus another collector piped to several 

of1 the lese offensive machines would give good coverage 

at a nominal cost. Not only is the initial cost low but 

the savin in operxtionai costs would be considerable 

over a period of years. Then is 

installed the large motor and fan uiust be run to exhaust 

the waste rrom evet the smallest machine. 

4. That a self-contained, high-velocity cyclone 

collector and separator unit would appear to be adapt- 

able to a majority of the shops of the at*te. There is 

a sizo to f.t almost every neod. ot of the work of 
asso.bl1n the units can be done by the average in- 

structor, if he has had basic sheet-metal work. 3ervice 

wise, th'ee units are excellent; noise and cost are 

troublesoe factors. If the eeparat,r unit is located 

in a separate room or is installed with a ound-insulated 

cover, the noise factor would be greatly diminished. 

tiith dust bags in place, these separators also rcturn 
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the air to tie bui1din, e1iw.inatin the extra cost of 

heating. 

5. That instructors thoroutiiy su.rvey the field 

of available coatrol systems before making a final 

choice. 
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CONOLU&IOL AND kCOMMNDATION8 

Oo2Ol3tQn8 

Based on information gathered in this study, 

these conclusions are presented: 

1. That industrial arts teachers are very interested 
tri the control of duet in the woodworking shop. 

2. That the health factor is the primary reason teachers 
are interested in the dust problezi. 

3. That dust produced in the average woodworking shop 

is not as dotrimental to the lunga as sorne instruc- 
tors may believe. 

4. That increasing sensitivity to dust with prolonged 

exposure is the primary h:alth problem. This leads 
to allergy reactions. 

5. That some teachers corne to the teaching field with 

a natural sensitivity to dust. 
6. That teachers could alleviate their problem to some 

extent by use of such simple aids as sweeping corn- 

pound. 

7. That length of time in the dusty shop and the number 

of students in the classes both have a direct bear- 

Ing on the desire of the teacher to remain (or not) 
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in the woodworking field. 

8. That the larger schools or adinistrativo units 

have dono the most to control the dust situation. 

9. That the atmosphere filter io an inexpensive and 

practical zethod of controlling airborne duet in 

the shop. 

10. That the TORIT high-velocity cyclone system is the 

most practical for the email ehop with limited 

funda. 

R*cpmmendat ions 

That further research be done on the dust problem 

and the effect of dust on the bealt of the teacher in 

the woodworking shop. It i the belief of tho author 

timt znanv teachers are leaving the field of woodworking 

each year due to dust sensitivity. During the course of 

this study many teachers were questioned who had recently 

gone into other fields of teaching or were seriously con 

sidering switching to auch instructional areas as 

mec1anical drawing or metal work. 

School boards and administrators should be shown 

by statistics how they may be losing trained personnel 

as a result of excessive dust. Such statistics could be 

used to justify the purchase of an adequate dust control 

system. 
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notir ficld for' rearcri is prr"traiiing 

scrooning of teaching candidates to determine if their 

degree o sonsitivity to dust would prevt tht froii 

iorkin full tizno in the woodahop. This information 

iould save tizne, money and inconvenience for the student 

and the school district that hires him. 
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